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ABSTRACT
The runtime permission model of Android enhances security yet also constitutes a source of incompatibility issues that impedes the productivity of mobile developers. This paper presents a novel analysis that detects the incompatible permission uses in a given app and repairs them when found, hence automatically adapting the app to the runtime permission model. The key approach is to check and enforce the app’s conformance to the runtime permission use protocol through static control flow analysis and bytecode transformation. We implemented our technique as an open-source tool, ARPDroid, and initially evaluated it on 20 incompatible and 3 compatible real-world apps, assisted by manual ground truth and verification. Our results show that ARPDroid achieved 100% detection accuracy, 90% repair success rate, and 91.3% overall adaptation success rate at an average time cost of about two minutes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Among other means, the permission system plays a critical role in Android security. Prior to Android 6.0 (Marshmallow), the user of an app grants permissions that the app asks for at installation time. Once the app is installed, it will be able to access all permitted resources without further permission checking or request at runtime [11]. The user will thus lose control of permissions until removing or reinstalling the app. This model, referred to as static permission mechanism, has led to standing permission related security threats to Android users [17]. To enhance its security related to app permissions, Android has moved from the static permission mechanism to a runtime permission model since 6.0 (API level 23 and forward, noted as new platforms). With the new, runtime model, users are privileged to revoke previously granted permissions or grant permissions any time after app installation. Meanwhile, Android apps are required to check if permissions are still available for invoking an API that needs the permissions at the time of the API invocation [13] and, if not, request missing permissions before calling the API. Apps with targetSDKversion≥23 (noted as new apps) that do not implement these checks and requests properly will crash (at the first exercised callsite of the API that needs permissions not granted when the API is invoked). For Apps with targetSDKversion<23 (noted as legacy apps), new platforms allow them to be used in a degenerated manner (i.e., as in an older platform thus losing the benefits of the enhanced security) or crash them if the user revoked permissions required by an invoked API at runtime. As such, both legacy and new apps face compatibility issues that either cost security or usability, due to Android’s move to the new permission mechanism.

Two potential solutions exist, which may mitigate these compatibility issues. The first is to drop the legacy apps themselves, and develop substitutes from scratch (or possibly on top of reusable parts from the corresponding legacy apps). Apparently, this is the most straightforward, yet also the most costly, approach which would cause large resource waste thus may not be practically acceptable. Alternatively, developers could manually go through the source code of legacy apps, check all callsites of each invoked method that is dependent on runtime permissions, and make changes if necessary to ensure their compliance with the new permission model (e.g., guarding each callsite with permission check and/or request [7, 10]). This approach, however, is subject to excessive human efforts, in addition to being error-prone.

Recently, a few tools/libraries [14–16] appeared to help app developers in dealing with the runtime permission model when developing new apps. For example, PermissionsDispatcher [15] facilitates the use of runtime permissions in apps by allowing developers to implement the permission checks and requests using simple annotations (instead of using the checking/requesting APIs directly). However, these tools do not address the problem of migrating legacy apps to new platforms. Also, they require developers to change the source code and rebuild the app, which largely impedes their use for legacy app migration since the source code may not be available. In reality, the source code of Android apps is commonly unavailable, except to the original app developers.

In this paper, we propose a fully automated solution that helps mobile developers deal with runtime permission related compatibility issues. Our technique detects such issues in a given app and fixes them where they are identified, hence automatically adapting the app to platforms featured with the runtime permission mechanism. Our approach realizes the adaptation through static bytecode analysis and transformation without accessing the source code of the app. Also, it does not rely on any code annotations, nor does it involve other manual efforts by developers during the adaptation. The proposed technique focuses on checking against and repairing incompatible uses of runtime permissions, without changing any other aspects of the app’s semantics.

We have implemented our technique as an open-source tool ARPDroid [6] (Adaptation to Runtime Permission for anDROID). As a preliminary evaluation of our approach, we randomly selected 23 popular, real-world Android apps from Google Play and applied ARPDroid to each of them. Our results with respect to these benchmarks show promising effectiveness and practical efficiency of our technique. ARPDroid correctly detected all these benchmarks as incompatible or not, with 100% detection accuracy. Also, ARPDroid successfully transformed 18 out of 20 incompatible apps such that the resulting apps work normally on a new platform of Android (version 6.0) with respect to extensive manual inputs. The overall
adaptation success rate was 91.3%. The entire analysis by ARPDROID on these benchmarks took 133 seconds on average. These results suggest that our solution offers a promising automated support for mobile developers to avoid permission-induced compatibility issues, and hence help increase their app development productivity.

In sum, this paper makes the following main contributions.

- We proposed an automated solution to detecting and repairing incompatible runtime permission uses in Android apps without accessing or changing their source code.
- We developed and evaluated an open-source tool that implements our technique, and hence demonstrated the promising effectiveness and practical scalability of our approach.

2 TECHNIQUE

We first give an overview of the workflow of our approach, and then present the details of core technical components. We also discuss the limitations of our approach with respect to the current design.

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 depicts the overall process flow of our approach. The technique takes as inputs the app under analysis, as well as an API-permission mapping which gives the list of permission-dependent APIs along with the permissions each API depends on. The static control flow analysis identifies the program points where permission uses need to be checked (and potentially to be repaired). This analysis is built on the Soot framework for Android [4].

With the results of the control flow analysis, the technique determines if the given app is compatible with the runtime permission mechanism through a dedicated detection module. If the app is detected as compatible, the analysis will abort and simply output the original app. If the app is detected as incompatible (i.e., containing any incompatible permission uses with respect to the runtime permission model), the next step repairs all the incompatible permission uses found by the detection module through bytecode transformation. The transformed app is then validated as regards to whether it is compatible. If the validation succeeds, the transformed app is produced as the primary component of the technique’s outputs. The other output is a brief adaptation report that indicates whether the adaptation was successful or not, along with relevant logs (e.g., error information or the list of transformed methods). In the cases of validation failure, the original app APK is outputted.

2.2 Static Control Flow Analysis

To enable detection and repair of incompatible permission uses, we start with a static control flow analysis which first constructs the call graph of the input app. Due to their framework-based and event-driven nature, call graph construction for Android apps needs to model the lifecycle of app components (e.g., Activity and ContentProvider) and analyze control flows induced by callbacks. To that end, we construct a dummy main method to emulate the lifecycle and perform an iterative callback analysis as in FlowDroid [4].

Based on this call graph and the (intraprocedural) control flow graph (CFG) of each method in the app, the static analysis continues with localizing incompatible permission uses, using the input API-permission mapping. To identify these locations, our analysis performs a forward traversal on the call graph (from the dummy main method). Whenever a permission-dependent API is encountered, the analysis starts a backward traversal on the call graph until the permission-responsible caller (PRC) of the API is reached. We define the PRC of a method as the closest caller of the method that is defined in the user code of the app but not in an inner class. The PRC of an API $x$ is thus found through a backward depth-first search (starting from $x$) on the call graph. For better scalability, our analysis only deals with the incompatibility issues in user code (i.e., code written by the app developer), assuming these issues exist only in this code layer. As expected, each of the permission-dependent APIs invoked in the app may have more than one PRC. These PRCs essentially define the scope (search space) of the incompatibility detection and repair that follow the static control flow analysis.

2.3 Permission Incompatibility Detection

With the results of the static control flow analysis, our approach detects whether the given app has permission-induced incompatibility issues in two steps as follows. Only when it detects the app as possibly incompatible, will the technique proceed with repair. The input app can be either a legacy app or a new app.

Step 1. The detection algorithm begins with parsing the manifest file contained in the app APK [9]. If the app has a targetSdkVersion $< 23$ as declared in the manifest, the algorithm immediately concludes with the decision that the app needs to be repaired (in order to run on new platforms). Prior to API level 23, the static permission mechanism was enforced by Android. Otherwise, the algorithm further checks if the app declares to use any dangerous permissions [12] in the manifest. The rationale is two-fold: first, Android divides all permissions into two groups, normal and dangerous, with normal permissions automatically granted by the system; second, the app or its users can only possibly request, grant, or revoke dangerous permissions that are declared in the manifest. Thus, if an app does not declare any dangerous permissions in its manifest, it is unlikely to have incompatible permission uses and no further analysis (i.e., repair) is necessary.

Step 2. If the above step results in a positive decision (i.e., the app is likely to be incompatible), the algorithm continues with code-level checking against incompatible permission uses. Specifically, it iterates over all the PRCs found by the static control flow analysis and verifies (1) every permission-dependent API call site in each PRC is dominated by the true branch of a permission check (by invoking the system method ContextCompat.checkSelfPermission), and (2) the false branch of the check is post-dominated by permission requests for all the permissions required by the API (by invoking the system method ActivityCompat.requestPermissions). The app is regarded as compatible only if both (1) and (2) are verified as true; otherwise, the app is detected as incompatible.

Moreover, a permission-dependent API callee of a PRC is considered incompatible if the API fails the verification of (1) and/or (2). A PRC is considered incompatible if it contains at least one permission-dependent API callee that is incompatible.
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2.4 Repairing Incompatible Permission Uses

For an app that is detected as incompatible, our technique proceeds with an attempt to automatically repair all the incompatible uses found during the detection, such that the resulting app can function properly while taking advantages (e.g., the enhanced permission security) of new platforms. The repair algorithm, as outlined in Algorithm 1, works by enforcing the two verification rules (1) and (2) above that our technique checks against during detection.

The algorithm uses the list of incompatible PRCs (line 1) and the callsites of incompatible APIs in each incompatible PRC (line 4) that both resulted from the detection algorithm. For each such callsites (lines 5–19), the algorithm inserts a check against all the permissions on which the API called at the callsite depends (lines 6–14) if there was no such a check properly placed before. Each predicate (line 9) is of form ActivityCompat.checkSelfPermission(...)—PackageManager.PERMISSION_GRANTED. The code transformation ensures that the original callsite will fall in the true branch of the check (i.e., the API will be called when all of the permissions required are found already granted). If the check fails (conditional C evaluated as false), a call for requesting all the required permissions will be inserted if there was no such a call properly placed before (lines 15–18). After all incompatible APIs in a PRC are repaired, the algorithm ensures there is a permission request response handler (onReques-

PermissionResult, which will be invoked by the platform when the permission-request dialog is closed) included in the class that encloses the PRC (lines 20–23) in the case of this class being an inner class, the higher level ancestor class will be used instead. At this stage, our technique would create such handlers that simply delegate the event handling to the superclass (i.e., invoking super.onRequestPermissionsResult). Finally, the transformed app $P'$ is packaged and signed as the return result (line 25).

Repair validation. The transformed app is validated by rerunning the detection algorithm on it. The validation passes if it is detected as compatible. We are adding a further validation step through dynamic analysis: running the repaired app on a new platform against automatically generated inputs, and then analyzing the execution log to determine the runtime permission compatibility.

2.5 Implementation and Limitations

We implemented our technique as a tool, ARPDroid, based on Soot [3] while leveraging relevant analysis facilities (e.g., lifecycle modeling and callback analysis) in FlowDroid [4] to build the call graph. The API-permission mapping is generated using PScout [5]. ARPDroid provides flexible options allowing users to choose using the detection or repair feature only. The tool has been made available as an open-source project at https://bitbucket.org/malindadoo/arpdroid

When required permissions are found not granted yet, currently ARPDroid inserts code to directly request those permissions without considering showing additional rationale to the user (by invoking ActivityCompat.shouldShowRequestPermissionRationale). Also, the strategy dealing with permission request response is currently simplified, without creating a response handler specific to the permissions being requested. Our current detection algorithm does not check such handlers either, and will miss incompatible permission uses with obfuscated APIs. A main implementation limitation lies in the dependence of our tool on the capability of Soot and FlowDroid: ARPDroid would not be able to handle apps that cannot be successfully processed by these underlying utilities (e.g., failure in bytecode parsing and manipulation or call graph construction).
failed to process (parse/repackage) the original app code or crashed during call graph construction. The detection, however, still (trivially) succeeded on these two apps based on their manifest files (detection step 1). The three compatible apps were all correctly detected (as compatible) as well. Thus, the detection algorithm worked perfectly well on these benchmarks, for a 100% precision and 100% recall (hence 100% accuracy). In total, 21 of the 23 benchmarks were successfully adapted to (i.e., these 21 analyzed apps normally ran on) the new platform, for an adaptation success rate of 91.3%.

The last column of the table lists the total analysis time of ARP-Droid for each benchmark. As shown, the cost ranged from around one minute to over five minutes, for an average of 133 seconds. There does not seem to be a consistent correlation between the app sizes and time costs, as expected (since the size is not a necessary indicator of app complexity). For the successfully repaired apps, the code transformation led to a 8.29% increase in app size on average. Given that these numbers were obtained with our prototype implementation without any performance optimization/tuning, our approach is expected to be well scalable to real-world Android apps.

In all, our preliminary results reveal good potential of our technique for practical use in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. On the other hand, however, considering the limited scale of our evaluation, we could not claim that the results will surely be generalized. More extensively evaluating our tool with a much larger and diverse set of benchmarks is a major step of future work.

### 4 RELATED WORK

In [18], various Android app compatibility issues are studied, with a focus on those issues due to the Android fragmentation problem yet without the consideration of permission-induced incompatibilities. A user study has been conducted to understand how Android users react and adapt to the runtime permission model, and revealed that users prefer the new model over the static permission mechanism [2]. In an extended study [1], researchers confirmed similar preferences of end users for the new permission model driven by their security and privacy concerns. Unlike our approach, these studies do not address the need of mobile developers for more productively using the runtime permission mechanism during app development and maintenance.

Libraries and tools are available to facilitate mobile developers in the transition to the runtime permission model of Android, including annotation-based APIs [15] and wrappers [16]. These utilities are helpful for developers of new apps by making it easier to write permission checking/requesting code. In comparison, our technique addresses both the need for migrating legacy apps to new platforms and the need for ensuring compatible permission uses in new apps, by detecting and repairing incompatibility issues induced by runtime permissions in both legacy and new apps.

### 5 CONCLUSION

We presented the technical design and implementation of ARP-Droid, an automated solution that assists developers with correct adoption of the runtime permission model of Android. Given an app, originally targeting new or older platforms, our analysis detects and repairs incompatible permission uses, adapting the app to the new permission model. Our preliminary evaluation of ARP-Droid suggests that our solution is highly accurate in detection with promising repair capability and practical scalability. The tool has been made publicly accessible online. Both technical expansion and empirical extension are immediate next steps. In particular, automating dynamic validation of repair apps and handling permission request responses more thoroughly are part of future work.
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